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 INU Peshawar                                                                                                                                          Date 20th April 2020

Department   (AHS) DT,RAD & DPT

Subject  English-II

Marks 30

Semester -II

Mid Term Assignment                                       Spring 2020

Instructor   Hajra Iqbal                             

Fill below blocks.

Student Full  Name                 Faisal hayat

Student Father Name                 Bakhti rawan

  University ID Card Number                  16156

Instructions: Your time starts once you log in. You have only 48 hours to complete and submit your 

paper on the portal. After 48 hours your time would be automatically expired. Download this paper and 

save it with your full name and subject. Attempt all the answers on the same page and keep in your mind

to click the SAVE after every 10 minutes. When you are done with paper, go through it and submit your

final copy with your name and id on SIC portal.

Note: i. Attempt all three questions. All questions carry equal marks. Be careful about spellings, 

sentence structure and punctuation marks.

1. Make a report on Sports Week Closing Ceremony at your University. (300-350 words)

     Name  of reporter    Faisal hayat 

      Organization/institution    Iqra National University 

      Day, Date , Time of Activity    22/01/2020, 11:00am to 05:00pm 

       Activity headlines    Closing ceremony of sports week 

          Audience     1200

        Place of Activity   Auditorium 

         Indoor /outdoor     Both 

    In the iqra national university  a sports week was arranged in the last month of December 

2019. The closing ceremony of the sports week was conducted in the auditorium hall  to the 

outdoor activities of the students . The atmosphere of that day in the university  took a festive 

look a great interest was observed among the student and the guardians. All of them came in a 

large  number to enjoy the event.  Honourable provincial sport's minister  was the cheif guest  

and voice chancellor sir obid khan was the special guest . The guest arrived at 10:30am. The 

event was started 1 hour before their arrival.  

     There were several sports events such high jump, long jump, 150 meter racing , cricket, 

football, basket ball,badminton, hockey ladu. 

    The final cricket match in which there were two groups of students. The green shirt were 

from DPT department while the white shirt were from radiology department in which the green

shirt won the match . The 150 meter speed running was one of  The best in the sports week. In 

which student from all over departments participated.  There were four  position holders one of

them run 150 meter in just five seconds named ikram kham who was appreciated highly by the  
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guest . 

    In the basket ball there were two teams  each team consist of eleven players.

        The guests were highly pleased at our performance.  They encouraged us to take part in 

sports and games . The chief guest finally distributed the prizes in the prize winners. The chief 

guest inspired the students in his spech to participate on the sports activities . The event was 

brightened up by The presence of chief guest and honourable provincial sport's minister.  

 

2. Write a letter to the Health Department regarding the present outbreak of COVID-19, 

briefing about the present condition of your area, the response of the people and the 

preventive facilities at hand. ( 300 words)

                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                     

Health department 

Lower dir 

Timargara

Dear sir, 

      It was perhaps only a matter of time before pakistan joined the ranks of countries hit by the 

coronavirus. The district administration on satureday  declared madina abad village in ziarat 

talash in lower dir distric as a quarantine after the first  COVID 19 case wse reported in distric 

Zubaida 60 wife of mubark shah and resident of maidan abad village  in ziarat talash, had 

returned from saudi arabia on march 15 after performing umrah

Deputy Director health officer Dr irshad ali, who is also the health department focal person for 

COVID 19 for the district, told the newse that the patient developed chest pain and was taken to 

hayatabad medical complex (HMC) Peshawar for treatment. 

He said the patient was admitted to the (HMC)  cordiolgy word on march 24 and died at 1:30 pm

on march 25. The doctor in (HMC) the doctor he  added had taken sawb from the deceased 

which was send to the public health repernce laboratory in khyber medical university. He 

claimed that the sceening process being conducted at the main chakdara entry points was far 

batter than many other districts  where police and army personal were strictly monitoring the 

situation. 

  The district's is lack of quarantine centre no isolated rooms have arranged by the authorities we 

have a fear of the outbreaks begins in our district's it would be a  bloodshad. 
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     We are requesting to introduce a proper awareness campaign let the people be aware first. 

Then the law and enforcement agencies should make a routein of petrol to make sure the social 

distance.  I hope the health department will make sure essential requirements of medical care and

quarantine facility on the district . 

   

3. Describe a picture in your own words and suggest a title. (300 words)
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      Title :     Boos and amployer

When I see the picture  I observed that the one man who is sitting on the chair and saying something to 

the other person  

Standing is holding some books or files in his hands. That man tooks to be standing  silently and 

licensing  carefully 

To the person sitting on the chair he may be the boss of him if we see  the picture  the man standing has 

head down he may love made a mistake or it in inst respect which he want to give to his boss but the 

main sitting on the chair is also holding same key which he may want to give to person Standing in front

of him may for the failes he is holding in has hand to take them the cupboard. The man standing  these 

fails to take them in the cupboard the man sitting has a cupboard 

On the right side. There were we also can see some drow ing of beautiful maountains hanging on the 

well behind him a globel is also lifled on the cupboard on his right hand and a telephone on his lift hand 

on the table there are so many other things on the table as well .A bunddle of files are also looking on 

the table. It seems to be the office of a head master or a school principal as while the picture describing 

The value of education the man sitting on the chair is an office and  a lot of facilities the people coming 

to his office show a repect to him in we can see the man  standing is bowing his head to the bose and 

boss is looking to be in a joy mood  he is looking to be lough he might be a joke during the conversation 

the boss may be a hambel man who meets with his employer in with a smile in his face. 


